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SUMMARY
Before human settlement, New Zealand was mostly covered in forest which included large softwood and semihardwood trees. Early settlers, both Maori and Pakeha (European), used these readily accessible local resources for
housing, defences, canoes and ships, cooking and heating.
However, despite this apparent wealth of indigenous timber, Australian hardwoods were imported for heavy
engineering structures for gold mining, transport, harbours, agricultural processing and other industries. Why was this?
Was it because of costs, including shipping from Australia compared to New Zealand sources? Was it two-way trade
with kauri exported to Australia? Or was it better structural timber, more durable, stronger and more resistant to rot and
insect or worm attack?
The paper mainly covers the period between the gold rushes of 1860s and the great depression of 1929... a time when
many heavy structures were built in southern New Zealand with Australian hardwoods. These include Central Otago
gold stamper batteries; gold dredges; the Clifden and other suspension bridges (stiffening truss), Oamaru harbour wharf
structures; and the Port Craig viaducts.
Uses and needs of such structures have changed over the last 100 years or so, determined by finite life cycles,
deterioration, redundancy and neglect as they no longer meet changing standards or are uneconomic to maintain. Some
structures have been lost, others are under threat but some are recognised for their heritage value or adapted for other
uses.
Less new timber is imported now for these purposes, but there is still a need to maintain many existing structures or
restore others for ongoing use or for heritage purposes. However, alternative timbers and other materials are also used.
There are ongoing challenges for heritage managers and engineers as discussed later in the paper.

1. INTRODUCTION.
The use of Australian hardwoods in southern New
Zealand began in mid 19th century with the arrival of
European settlers. One of the earliest on-land uses was
at Riverton, on the south coast, where settler and whaler
Captain John Howell built a house using Australian
timber c. 1837. It was partly constructed of kitset
framing and is believed to be the oldest surviving
building in the South Island (NZ Historic Places Trust,
Registration Category 1).
Heavy timber structures were built with local timber
from earlier times by Maori, in Pa (fortified
villages)sites and defences, as well as for meeting
houses and canoes, but it was Pakeha who started to cut
it big time.
The earliest felling of large trees for export of timber is
recorded c. 1790 in northern North Island. Kahikatea
was extracted for ship masts and spars, but it rotted in
water and did not find favour with ship builders. The
exploitation of kauri forests began in the 1820s, cutting
trees for (British Navy) ship masts and spars and the
export of timber to Sydney for housing.
In 1840 when the Treaty of Waitangi was signed and
New Zealand (NZ) became a British colony, about two
thirds of the country was still covered in forest, with
many species suitable for timber construction purposes
(rimu, matai, kahikatea, totara, red beech and kauri). It
would seem an endless resource if used wisely. So why
was construction timber imported, particularly from
across the Tasman? We have to remember that in the
19th century, particularly in the days of sailing ships
following the roaring ‘40s, southern New Zealand was
in closer contact with Sydney, Melbourne and Hobart
than with the North Island which was beset by the land
wars for several decades. For example, Dunedin to
Hobart is approximately 2,100 km by sea compared to
Northland at 1,800 km.

Britain began to arrive in significant numbers in
Dunedin in 1848 but it was another decade or so before
settlement spread and major timber constructions
occurred. The turning point was probably the
discoveries of gold in 1861 and the gold rushes that
followed. This resulted in large timber constructions for
gold extraction and processing, as well as housing,
commercial, agricultural and other industrial
construction. The wood rush was on.
Already before the 1870s timber was an important
commodity in development of this young country.
Timber rapidly gained pole position as the main
material of the ‘progress industry’ (Belich 2001) as a
building material; for fuel (coal was not readily
available until late 19th century); for fencing; and for
early overseas trade. For a brief period in the early
1850s timber was the major export (31% of trade in
1853 compared to wool next at 22%) but it quickly lost
place to wool and other agricultural products. By the
end of that decade wood represented less than 4% of
exports.
Timber exports included Northland kauri but it was hard
won from the forests, difficult to extract and transport.
This factor may be significant in the competition
between NZ timber and use of imports. Large trees,
dense bush, primitive equipment, distances to heavy
transport terminals (e.g. to ships), were impediments to
its extraction.
About 1860 a change occurred from mainly export of
timber, to internal consumption, in the name of
progress, to serve development within New Zealand.
Forests were creamed off and consumed to feed
increasing demand, as technology developed further
means of extraction and processing.
Further arrivals of European settlers quickly put
pressure on the forests. Land clearance for farms and
milling for building timber cut heavily into the timber
resources. Much of the forest was clear felled or burned
without harvesting the timber. Realisation that supplies
of native timber were so depleted was already too late to
implement sustainable management. Not until about the
1970s was resource management and conservation
understood and put in practice.

Figure 1. Southern New Zealand

Timber was the most widely used construction material
in the 19th century, quite a change for people coming
from countries of predominantly brick and stone
building environments. Timber was popular in a country
that seemed to have vast tracts of millable trees. It was a
prime material for construction of many bridges (beam,
truss and suspension bridge stiffening trusses) and large
industrial structures. Kauri (Agathis australis) was
popular in the north, totara (Podocarpus totara) was
plentiful in the central North Island and also readily
available in the south.

This paper explores the use of imported hardwoods in
southern NZ from about the 1860s. Otago settlers from

The felling of forests, an assault on nature, was to open
up the country and conquer the impeding bush. Timber

was the main construction material for structures of all
kinds - shacks, houses, woolsheds, buildings for
commerce and government; for ships; bridges; railways;
fences; telegraph poles; as well as for packaging, and
not least as firewood and as fuel for industries. Heavy
timber needs were just a tip of the wood ‘berg’, no
longer exported as a commodity but consumed as a
resource to feed these other internal needs.
Dunedin sourced timber by ship from Auckland and
other northern ports, or by rail from Southland and the
Catlins in South Otago. Christchurch used Banks
Peninsula forest and other nearby Canterbury forests,
then Marlborough forests. The population growth
explosion, due to Colonial Treasurer Julius Vogel’s
immigration and settlement policies, needed many
houses, commercial and government buildings. At least
30,000 houses were built in the 1860s and 40,000 in the
1870s, including the main South Island centres,
Christchurch and Dunedin.
Gold discovery in Otago (1860s) and growth in main
urban centres spurred this on, along with a demand for
agricultural land, thus putting rapid pressure on the
forests. Gold mining needed pit props, structures for
delivering water and processing ores, and houses and
other buildings for the many service industries, and of
course lots of fuel. Transport and travel required large
bridges (mostly built of timber in early developments)
for safe crossing of the many rivers. Railways
consumed a lot of timber, such as matai, for sleepers.
Mining structures (poppet heads, stamper batteries and
water flumes), wharves and other marine structures also
required heavy timber.
Many structures were built without the aid of
professional engineers, from local or nearby timbers or
logs, in many styles and methods of ‘bush engineering’.
As structures became larger and more complex, there
was a need for skills in engineering design and
knowledge of materials.
Soon there was a need for heavy structural timbers, and
information on strength properties of NZ timbers for
bridges, wharves and mining. Attack of marine borer
‘teredo’ was known but not the durability of NZ species
for marine structures. In the 1860s tests were carried
out, including many NZ timbers as well as Australian
hardwoods from NSW and Tasmania. This was
organised by the government marine engineer James
Balfour, and the results probably helped him in later
designs for marine structures and lighthouses.
Tests confirmed the limited number of native species
suitable for exterior engineering structures. High
maintenance costs and frequent replacements of critical
structures would have motivated engineers to find more
suitable materials. Australian hardwood imports would
seem to be more suitable for these purposes.

2. HEAVY STRUCTURAL TIMBER USES IN
NEW ZEALAND.
Four-by-two (inches, now 100mm x 50mm) has always
been a common framing timber size, in houses and other
lightweight timber construction. However, engineering
structures need larger components or built-up members
such as laminated or compound beams or trusses.
Larger section sizes increase the difficulties of selecting
strong defect-free timber.
Early
industrial
structures
were
relatively
unsophisticated, quick to erect, functional and cheap,
often temporary such as in gold mining structures and
also relocatable. Ingenuity was used rather than
engineering principles. This may have been due to
knowledge and skills available on site (e.g. bush
carpenters).
Cellular structure of timber was also not understood
then as it is now. (The botanical definition of hardwood
refers to the cell structure not to engineering or strength
properties). But common practice use of ‘hardwood’
was probably based more on experience than technical
knowledge, an interpretation that may have caused
problems in selecting and specifying materials. Using
knowledge or experience of what was good in particular
situations, for decisions on selecting and specifying
timber, may have succeeded in the short term but not for
enduring use of structures.
Knowledge and experience of various timbers and NZ
applications and conditions would take time to develop
and be shared by NZ engineers.
3. SOME APPLICATIONS OF TIMBER
HEAVY ENGINEERING STRUCTURES.

IN

The needs for heavy and large structures were many and
varied. Timber was the main construction material,
although stone was used extensively in Otago including
for bridge abutments. Reinforced concrete, iron and
steel would not come into common use until well into
the 20th century (with the exception of some very large
bridges and viaducts). Some examples of heavy timber
structures in southern NZ are given in this section, with
explanations of timbers and construction. Bridges are a
primary example, along with marine structures where
durability was a special concern.
3.1 Timber Truss Bridges.
Built in the thousands (Thornton 2001), timber truss
bridges provided safe crossings of the many rivers in
NZ. Settlers’ needs, and the ready supply of local
timbers, particularly in the third quarter of the 19th
century (c. 1853~1876) meant they were common, but
the problems of maintenance led to their gradual
disappearance. Replacements were made with more
durable materials. It may have been the lesser durability
of the NZ timbers, that they are now rare except for
some larger bridges constructed in Australian

hardwoods. Other factors were the decline in ‘bridge
carpenter’ skills, diminishing supply of local timber,
problems of finding large size defect-free timber
sections needed for the big bridges, two lane bridges
built to replace single lane and the increasing use of
reinforced concrete from the first decade of the 20th
century. Many examples were built by provincial
councils, counties, and the Public Works Department
(PWD). Experience would have led to realisation that
local timber was not as good for these structures and
this resulted in the use of Australian hardwoods.
Large timber truss bridges were built over the Clutha
River at Balclutha for road and for railway. The railway
bridge (1878) known as the Blair Bridge after PWD
engineer W. N. Blair, was seven 36.6m Howe truss
spans, later replaced with steel trusses. It was said to be
the largest bridge of its kind in the South Island. The
road bridge (1881) replaced the first bridge which was
destroyed in the 1878 flood, bowled by wreckage of
several upstream bridges. Designer H. P. Higginson was
instructed to retain as much of what remained of the old
bridge, so it was a mix of span lengths, totalling 143m.
The three main spans were 37.8 m Howe trusses of
kauri and totara with bottom chords of Australian
hardwood. This bridge was replaced in 1935 with the
present magnificent reinforced concrete bowstring arch
bridge. One of the old spans was salvaged and relocated
and is at Tawanui across the Catlins River. Figure 2

which was not fully realised until repair work started
and deck planks had been lifted.
A major fund-raising and restoration project in 2005
rescued the bridge from serious deterioration, neglect
and impending demolition. It is now part of a public
walkway network, with only light vehicle access for
maintenance, and continues to carry a main irrigation
pipeline. Repairs did not use original materials, deck
stringers are now steel joists, decking and handrails are
replaced with South American ‘purpleheart’ hardwood.
Figure 3

Figure 3. Old Lower Shotover River Bridge
3.2 Timber in Suspension Bridges.
Clifden Suspension Bridge (1899) was built across the
Waiau River in Southland with a main span of 111.5
metres. Figure 4

Figure 2. Tawanui Bridge, Catlins River
The road bridge across the Mataura River at Gore was
built in 1896 of Australian ironbark and Tasmanian
bluegum. It was replaced in 1956 by the present steel
and concrete bridge.
Former Highway Bridge, Lower Shotover River
(1915). Recently restored, this bridge near Queenstown
is a compound deck truss of timber and steel. It has
three 30.5 m Pratt composite truss spans, total length
including end spans of 172.5 m, height above river level
more than 16 m. It was designed by J. E. Fulton, an
engineer experienced in design of timber and steel
bridges. The main spans have timber (ironbark) top
chords and struts, with steel bottom chords and diagonal
rods. Decking and handrails were red beech.
Considerable decay had occurred beneath the deck,

Figure 4. Clifden Suspension Bridge, Waiau River
At the opening on 5th April 1899, designer C. H.
Howorth (Southland County Engineer) who had been
given a budget of £5,000 expressed pleasure at the
result.. “If he had been given another £500 it could have
been made 2 feet wider and used entirely Australian
hardwood, making its expected lifespan 50 years.” The
report of the Chief Surveyor said, “The timber has been
carefully selected: the transverse beams, blocks and
fillings are of ironbark; horizontal bracing of blue gum;
and chords, flooring and joists of heart totara. The life
of the totara may be estimated at 25 years, the ironbark,
as far as is known at 40-50 years...” (Centennial

booklet). The totara was milled from nearby Otahu
Bush.
The bridge is registered Category 1 by NZ Historic
Places Trust (NZHPT) for outstanding heritage
significance and it was gifted to this body for retention
as a footbridge. Major repair work was done in 1958
when it was found that white spot fungus had attacked
the hardwood, from the inside out. A new concrete road
bridge was constructed downstream in 1978 and the
suspension bridge closed to all but foot traffic. An
engineering inspection and condition report of 1998 has
continued the need for surveillance, maintenance and
repairs.
Kawarau River Suspension Bridge (1880). Until
replaced in 1963 this was the main single lane bridge on
the road to Queenstown through the Kawarau Gorge,
between Arrowtown and Cromwell. Designed by H. P.
Higginson (consulting engineer, Dunedin) assisted on
site by A. R. W. Fulton & W. C. Edwards. It is 91.4 m
span, 3.6 m wide bridge, 42 m above river level. The
timber deck on a stiffening truss is built of red beech
with some Australian ironbark braces and filling blocks.
Opened on 30th December 1880 it was a remote Central
Otago site, with long haul distances which increased
costs for materials. In 1882 Higginson was awarded the
Telford Prize for his paper on its construction presented
to the I.C.E. of which he was a member. Figure 5

failed or sold off unproductive equipment. Think of
relocatable machines, not necessarily fixed structures.
Some were shifted more than once, as mining ventures
were unsuccessful or quartz seams worked out. Heavy
timbers were usually bolted or clamped together to carry
the driving machinery and stamper rods. Some relics
survive, preserved by the dry climate in this region.
Come In Time Battery near Bendigo (Central Otago)
was shifted to its final location about 1880. Figure 6
Main timbers are Canadian oregon, now being replaced
with macrocarpa repairs to restore the battery as a
typical example of this type of once-common structure.
Timber was scarce in these locations, with long
distances from supplies. Some local timber was
transported down river from forests at the head of Lakes
Wakatipu and Wanaka. Relocation was a common way
of overcoming problems of supply and cost. Bush
carpentry skills developed for this.

Figure 5. Stone Plaque on Kawarau River Suspension
Bridge
The bridge has been restored and is maintained with
some funds coming from the bungy jumping tourist
operation on the bridge. NZHPT Category 1. It was
recognised by IPENZ in 1990 as a significant
engineering achievement.
Both these bridges are being maintained and used,
although no longer for vehicle traffic.
3.3 Stamper Batteries.
The discovery of gold bearing quartz reefs in the hills of
Central Otago, and mining of them, led to the need for
heavy machines for extracting and processing ores.
Mines required pit props and shafthead structures
(poppet heads). Stamper batteries were needed to crush
the quartz. Mechanical cannibalism was common for
mining machinery, to be reused and relocated several
times during its working life, as mining companies

Figure 6. Come In Time Stamper Battery
Poppet Heads. Other mining structures included
framework for mine shaft hoists, e.g. the Golden
Progress poppet head near Oturehua. It may be the only
surviving example of its type that is still fairly intact.
Made of Australian hardwood and erected later than
most in 1928 may be why it has survived. Smaller
structures made of local timber have rotted away and
not many survive. Figure 7

planking. It was 38.4 m long, 10.8 m beam, 2.1 m deep
single hull. He specialised in gold dredges on Otago
rivers and eventually went on to Malaya and tin mining
dredges.
Edward Roberts (for whom Payne had worked) was
works manager for Sparrow & Co, builders of many
dredges, and later went into private practice designing
many more (Furkert 1953).
3.5 Harbour Structures, Wharves.
Before development of the railways network, ships were
the main heavy transport for any great distance. This
required safe harbours and wharf facilities. Coastal
shipping continued for a long time, as well as overseas
trade. Large southern ports were developed, at places
such as Oamaru, Otago and Bluff harbours. Ports that
have continued to develop such as Port Chalmers have
much of their earlier wharves replaced, but Oamaru
Harbour has retained significant structures from the 19th
century.

Figure 7. Golden Progress Mine Poppet Head
3.4 Gold Dredges.
A further gold rush occurred late in the 19th century with
the development of dredges. Earlier rushes were just
fossicking compared to this. Engineers developed
world-leading technologies in dredge design and
construction. Otago became the world centre for dredge
technology, particularly within Dunedin industrial
enterprises. At first they were simple machines that
worked the river beds. Larger bucket chain dredges
were able to work away from rivers taking a water pond
with them as they chewed through the land. They
floated on pontoons, with superstructures to carry the
machinery, bucket ladder and tailings conveyor.
Timbers used for framing of many pontoons included
Tasmanian hardwood or ironbark, bluegum and oregon.
Hulls were usually double or even triple skin kauri, rimu
or matai planks. So much hardwood was required that in
1899 dredge builders urged the Union Steam Ship
Company to increase deliveries from Hobart. They said
that over 3 million feet were needed for the hundred or
so dredges then on order ( Church 2006). Boat builders
adapted skills to this new industry, e.g. Knewstubb
Brothers of Port Chalmers, building many pontoons.
Engineers developed expertise in design of dredges and
machinery, with successive innovations as size
increased. Bucket size in cubic feet was a measure of
dredge capacity.
Lady Ranfurly Dredge (1896), designed by F. W.
Payne, and with pontoons by boat builders Sutherland
and Nelson, was one of Otago’s most successful gold
dredges. Payne also designed another large dredge, the
Rising Sun (1904) using bluegum frames and kauri

Sumpter Wharf, Oamaru (1884), design John
McGregor Oamaru Harbour Board Engineer, builders
Philip & Jones of Timaru.Figure 8
Sumpter Wharf in Oamaru Harbour was constructed in
1884 of Australian hardwood timbers and piles.
Although the first export shipment of frozen meat from
NZ was from Port Chalmers two years earlier, Sumpter
was the first purpose built wharf for this major new
trade. It had a 300 feet long deep-water berth on each
side of the 33ft 6in wide wharf, and a 230ft long viaduct
section out to the wharf. Later developments in export
and shipping left Oamaru harbour out of the loop and
the wharf fell into disuse. However, it has retained its
original form without the modifications that had
occurred in growing ports elsewhere. All piles are
thought to be Australian turpentine (Syncarpia
glomulifera) which was then considered to have life
expectancies of 35-50 years in many situations. Life of
NZ timber piles in similar situations could be measured
in months. Capping beams (upper walings) are select
grade Australian hardwood and decking is mixed
Australian hardwood. The wharf was designed by
Harbour Board Engineer John McGregor, who would be
aware of marine structures, durabilities and reputation
of Australian hardwoods.
A conservation report has been prepared for the
proposed restoration of Sumpter Wharf (Barber 2006).
The local authority as owner and volunteer heritage
groups are now grappling with the project and fundraising for it. Full restoration in original timbers is
unlikely, due to costs, with a lesser target of completing
the viaduct and a section of the wharf. Figure 8. This
will probably include practical uses for the wharf
though not a return to full scale shipping purposes.

It would be nice to see Sumpter Wharf project
completed by late 2009, its 125th anniversary and the
time of the next Australasian Engineering Heritage
Conference, in Dunedin.

A legacy of this is the viaducts which have survived in
the bush, un-maintained until early 1990s when first
stage of restoration commenced. It is an expensive
operation, and will need to continue. Rot never sleeps.
These viaducts are spectacular engineering structures.
The Percy Burn viaduct built in 1925 is 125 m long and
36 m high and is believed to be the largest timber
viaduct still standing in the world. Thanks to Australian
hardwood and high engineering standards they exist
today as part of our engineering heritage. Figure 9

Figure 8. Sumpter Wharf, Oamaru Harbour
3.6 Viaducts.
Port Craig Viaducts, especially the Percy Burn
Viaduct (1925), designer not known, built by Chester
Construction Ltd of Invercargill.
The Marlborough Timber Company had been
extracting, milling and exporting vast quantities of
timber from Opouri Valley in the Marlborough Sounds
since c. 1908, until the decline of this forest resource.
Soon they would need to find new forests. Large stands
of native bush were becoming scarce. In the south west
of the South Island, about 50km west of Riverton, they
found what they thought was a vast tract of millable
timber available for lease with cutting rights.
The company aimed high, invested heavily in the latest
forestry and sawmilling technology from America.
Their large modern Port Craig sawmill opened in
September 1921. Forestry operations included a
relocatable log hauler and 25km of bush tramway, built
to railway standards, unusual for a bush tramway.
Oddly, its route was around the coastline rather than
through the centre of the leased area of forest. Four
large viaducts were built across gullies to carry the
tracks. Ironically, considering the nearby large trees,
they were built of Australian hardwood. Parts of the
viaduct trestles were prefabricated at the timber mill
then hauled to the sites, where they were hoisted by
aerial cableway and lowered into position. No expense
was spared (one of the factors in the eventual demise of
the enterprise). Over-capitalisation and other factors led
to failure, including small size and sparseness of
suitable trees, loss of markets and the impending great
depression.
They invested in a high standard of equipment and
structures. This was not the usual bush operation, built
quickly using local materials and bush carpentry. Their
optimism was not supported by the true realities of the
situation. It seems that nobody made any money from
this venture, except perhaps the suppliers. A lot of
people lost heavily in various ways (Bird 1998).

Figure 9. Percy Burn Viaduct (photo: Michael Kelly)
Retaining this heritage issues challenges. Many ongoing
problems of repair and maintenance include:
Replacement materials true to original cannot be
obtained or afforded (some tanalised radiata pine has
been used); it’s a remote site for construction access, 5
hours walk from road end, or by boat to a landing site,
or by helicopter.
Some 1970s repairs were not successful, not permanent,
and nothing else was done for the next 20 years.
Vandalism and arson almost destroyed one of the
viaducts. Hardwoods are susceptible to internal rot and
deterioration that requires expert assessments.
In the late 1980s the serious condition of the structures
was realised including possibility of collapse. A 1992
engineering report and future potential for tourism
initiated a turning point. A restoration plan was started.
Viaducts and walking track were reopened in 1999 with
safe decking and handrail as part of a recreation and
tourist walking track.
In 1990 IPENZ recognised the viaducts as nationally
significant engineering achievements, one of 72 sites
selected for heritage plaque and information panel and
publications.
However, deterioration continues. A draft conservation
plan has been prepared this year and is being reviewed,
with consultation among interested parties. Decay has
continued in spite of 1990s restoration. There are also
safety issues, as the viaducts are now part of a popular
walking track. Another major project and fund-raising
will be needed.

4. ENGINEERS.
The search for information on these and similar
structures concludes that designers, engineers or
builders already had some experience with heavy timber
structures and knowledge of local and imported timbers.
The influence of other engineers, as colleagues or
mentors, and the sharing of knowledge, is also apparent.
For example, James Balfour (specialist in marine
structures) had a strong preference for Australian
hardwoods and had tested NZ and Australian timbers
(Furkert 1953).
Oamaru Harbour Engineer John McGregor had worked
with James Balfour and this may explain his choice of
Australian Turpentine for the Sumpter Wharf piles.
Designers of bridges (Higginson, J. E. Fulton, P. S. &
R. Hay, Edwards) and of dredges (Payne, Roberts) had
also worked with each other at one time or other.

shady bush and the natural effects of decay and
regrowth were not good conditions for timber durability.
Exposed windy sites imposed extreme load fluctuations.
Hot dry inland parts of Otago have extreme high diurnal
and seasonal fluctuations of temperature and frost.
Australian hardwood trees might have grown in hotter
drier conditions but as dead timber in NZ structures
effects were a lot different. Deterioration and loss of
structures also occurred due to neglect and redundancy.
In spite of the large number of timber truss bridges,
there are very few left, either in service or as ruins. The
removal of members of one structure to prolong the life
of another and the recycling of a structure's timber are
threats to any redundant structure which contains
components which are more valuable than the structure
as a whole including its heritage value.

W. N. Blair (PWD engineer, Dunedin) published a book
on Building Materials of Otago in 1875 after conducting
tests, including ones on stone and timber. Blair had
worked under Engineer-in-Chief John Blackett
(lighthouses, timber and iron bridges) along with P. S.
Hay (bridges).

Many new structures are designed to incorporate
recycled hardwoods which has further inflated the
demolition value of timber. Fashionable materials in
new Central Otago construction include stone, rammed
earth, galvanised or unpainted steel, and heavy rustic
timber. Some historic structures have disappeared from
the landscape, for their component timbers to reappear
in new retail buildings, houses, apartments, and winery
restaurants.

Cooperation and collaboration occurred among
engineers of the provincial and county governments,
harbour boards and the PWD. The New Zealand
Institution of Engineers (NZIE), now IPENZ, was
established in 1914 (Newnham 1971). There has always
been cooperation among engineers and the sharing of
knowledge at the meetings and proceedings of societies
and learned groups, although they were necessarily
limited in the years before 1914.

Where decisions have been made to retain a structure,
there are issues of repair and maintenance including
what replacement timbers to use, similar types or locally
available, or metal-work equivalents, using repair
methods true to original or with modern techniques. Use
of new treated timber may be the only feasible and
affordable option. Traditional methods may not be as
long lasting as modern methods and materials such as
joints and sealants.

Early designers, builders, engineers came from British
background of training and service, but the situation
here was very different. For some it would be a rapid
learning curve and others learning from their
supervisors. Most engineers probably learnt from their
immediate superior.

These are all challenges for heritage management,
heritage engineers, and engineering of heritage. What
can we learn from history of heavy timber structures
and types of timbers used? How can we manage,
conserve, adapt, re-use, apply acceptable procedures,
principles, standards of ongoing repairs and
maintenance?

However, no clear patterns emerge from these
investigations, such as influence of formal education, or
in-service learning, or whether rule of thumb, traditional
choices, or habits prevailed.
Decisions on which timbers to use may have balanced
convenience of local timber supplies for quick
construction, against durability and longer term needs
for public and permanent (non-speculative) purposes.
5. DETERIORATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR
AND CONSERVATION.
The service and environmental conditions of each of the
above examples were very different. Marine structures
were subject to tidal effects of wet and dry cycles of salt
water, erosion, attack of marine organisms, rot. Wet,

These include monitoring and analysis; non-destructive
testing; conservation skills; knowledge of historic heavy
timber construction, repairs and maintenance;
understanding performance in southern NZ’s diverse
environments; economics; authenticity or modification;
opportunities for tourism and recreation.
For significant heritage structures, work now starts from
a detailed inspection and preparation of a conservation
plan, particularly if it is a registered structure and public
money is being raised. For example, a conservation plan
has been drafted this year for the Port Craig viaducts,
and following consultation among interested parties it
will be the guiding document for fund-raising and
implementation of a heritage management plan. Options
to be decided range from full restoration of all structures

through to some demolition, and recovery of parts to
rebuild others.
6. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.
Adaptive reuse has been the main saving factor for
some threatened structures, and has been key to success
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